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As an innovative company in the plastics division, we specialize in producing high 
technology products.  Our mission is to fulfill the highest needs in both quality and 
performance within the market, committing to an international presence.
We work with high top industries such as:  packaging, insulation and construction.
Our materials meet the highest standards, both in quality and environment matters. 
(POLYAID).
Polyglobal has an extensive network of fabricators, builders and certified installers that 
will satisfy the market´s highest standards based on their experience.

Our laboratory and qualified personnel allows us to provide added value to our materials
generating analysis and testing’s of high performance and efficiency. We also meet ISTA 
and ASTM and other corporate specifications.

olyglobal ®
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PRODUCTS
In Polyglobal, we manufacture and produce different types of PE materials. 
Polyfoam is one of our main products, featured in many presentations such as: LD 
and HD rolls, planks, anti-static material, coils, one or two-sided laminations, 
Polycarton (laminated foam with cardboard) Crystalpack (bubble wrap), among 
others. These can be applied in a wide range of applications, from the agricultural 
market to the demanding automotive and aerospace markets.

olyfoam® olyfoam®

SEALSLD/HD UNDER FLOOR
olyroll® olylam ® olyliner ® olyliner ® Miniroll olyfilm ® olyboard ®

ackCrystal ® olyfoam®olycarton® olyprofile ® olybarrier ®
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PACKAGING BENEFITS

LIGHTWEIGHT

It represents very little weight to 
the item packed; this offers the best cost,

 protection and benefit for packaging 
materials.

SHOCKING, AND VIBRATION

It reduces and prevents goods 
packed being damaged by bumps 

and vibrations throughout its transportation 
and or storage.

Due to its softness and flexibility,
 it has the ability to adapt itself to various

 shapes and spaces.
HARMLESS

It repels any type of odor or taste to 
the item packed. It is Ideal for both the 

agriculture and packaging markets.

NON-ABRASIVE

WATERPROOF

It protects from moisture, 
as it is hydrophobic with zero 

liquid absorption.

ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Due to its close cell structure, 
it is commonly used as soundproofed material 

for all types of floors, walls, gymnasiums 
and children´s areas.   
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olyroll®

It is Polyglobal´s trade mark that identifies its polyethylene foam products. 
LD rolls, are light-weighted rolls produced in the following sizes: 1/32", 0.040", 1/16", 3/32", 
.3000 green, 1/8" and 1/4".
These rolls have infinity of applications depending on the material´s thickness. Each roll is 
offered in different length dimensions; which can be cut in coils and/or dotted lines for its 
ease of use.

Approved by FDA Perfect for packaging Available in presentations 
and custom dimensional 

standards

Susceptible to multiple 
applications
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DIMENSIONS

ProductProduct ThicknessThickness LengthLength Ft Ft 

.3000 verde

¼"

0.030"

0.040"
0.062"
0.093"
0.125"
0.165"
0.250"

78.7 1033.4
688.9
688.9
459.3
344.4

6781.2
4520.8
4520.8
3013.8
2260.4
1851.3

1184

282.1
180.4

78.7
78.7
78.7
78.7
78.7
78.7

1.2 pcf

1.2 pcf

0.500" 
1000"

0.500"
1"

51.1 196.8
196.8

839.5
839.551.1

inin ftft

1.7 pcf0.500" 0.500" 196.8 839.551.1
1.7 pcf1000" 1" 196.8 839.551.1
2.2 pcf0.500" 0.500" 51.1 98.4 419.7

olyroll LD

ProductProduct DensityDensity ThicknessThickness

 Width Width

inin Width Width LengthLength ftft Ft Ft 
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olyroll®

HD rolls contain a higher proportion of polyethylene, resulting in a closer cell and a greater 
mechanical resistance.
These rolls are manufactured in various densities such as; 3.3, 4.2, and 6.5 pcf´s as well as in 
variety of thicknesses, used for packing materials with high strength resistance 
requirements and that are used by heavy industries to support both its material and heavy 
weight equipment.
Recently, the construction industry appealed to these materials in order to manufacture 
joint expansion products, and insulate basements and pipesworks.

Custom plates Used in expansion jointsIdeal use for padding Extensive range of 
thicknesses
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olyroll HD

11.5 pcf

7 pcf

0.060"

0.075"

0.060"

0.075"

48 328

328

1313

150655.1

6.5 pcf

8 pcf

0.075"

0.125"

0.075"

0.125"

55.1 328

328

1506

150655.1

2.5 pcf

4.5 pcf

0.250"

0.250"

0.250"

0.250"

48 98.4

98.4

387

38748

4.5 pcf0.250" color 0.250" 48 98.4 387

3.3 pcf0.500" 0.500" 98.4 38748

3.3 pcf

4.2 pcf

0.500" black

0.500"

0.500"

0.500"

48 98.4

98.4

387

38748

6.5 pcf0.500" 0.500" 48 98.4 387

DensityDensity ThicknessThicknessProductProduct Ft Ft  WidthWidth inin LengthLength ftft

DIMENSIONS
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olylam®

The packaging division within its product catalog offers a variety of plank thicknesses and 
densities such as its polyethylene laminated foam planks used for its bracket and packaging 
fabrication where thicknesses need to be larger than 1” due to the packed item specifictions.

Presently, we offer planks up to 11” thick, being unique in the market.

Variety of colors, 
thicknesses and densities.

Excellent cushioning Used as joint expansionIt provides superior 
protection 
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olyliner ®

Polyethylene laminated foam material, flexible with chemical and mechanical resistance 
making it a versatile product as it is more susceptible to cut through simple processes.

Uner floor Polyliner si widely used as carpet, helping it to give better service our laminated 
coils to one side are essential for floor installation, collaborating in the floor leveling and iso-
lating it from moisture.

Isolates the noise from 
the upper to the lower �oor

Provides a higher damping 
capacity

Zero moisture 
absorption

It helps leveling the 
imperfections of the �oor
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ProductProduct ThicknessThickness   Width Width LengthLength
1⁄32" 1⁄32" 984.235.4

1⁄8" 1⁄8" 32835.4

inin ftft

DensityProduct DensityProduct

0.060" 11.5 pcf 0.060" 9547.2

0.075" 6.5 pcf 0.075" 32855.1

0.125" 8 pcf 0.125" 311.647.2

0.075" 7 pcf 0.075" 311.647.2

ThicknessThickness WidthWidth inin    ft   ft LengthLength

olyliner ®

DIMENSIONS
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olyliner ®

It is a one side laminated polyethylene material offered with or without printing, well-suited 
with both chemical and mechanical resistance, making it a flexible product due to its 
vulnerable ease of cutting through process.

• Used for under floor protection/ installation, helping floor leveling and repelling moisture.
• It’s offered in low thicknesses, from .060" to .125 ".
• Ideal for seal induction processes.
• Mainly used in the food, cosmetics, pharmaceutical, packaging, and or bottle water industries.

www.polyglobal.us

Avoids product 
contamination.

Ensures the safety, integrity 
and freshness of the product.

Ensures freshness conditions 
of the packed product.

Approved by FDA.
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ProductProduct ThicknessThickness  Width Width LengthLength
1⁄32" 1⁄32" 984.235.4

1⁄8" 1⁄8" 32835.4

inin ftft

DensityProduct DensityProduct

0.060" 11.5 pcf 0.060" 9547.2

0.075" 6.5 pcf 0.075" 32855.1

0.125" 8 pcf 0.125" 311.647.2

0.075" 7 pcf 0.075" 311.647.2

ThicknessThickness  Width Width inin   ft  ftLengthLength

olyliner ®

DIMENSIONS
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Miniroll

It is a customized bubble wrap and LD foam rolls for non-industrial usage.  

• It is lightweight and non-abrasive.
• It is formed by encapsulated air bubbles.
• Available in a variety of dimensions.
• Used for protecting surfaces and providing custom cushioning in different personalized presentations.
• Ideal for wrapping small sensitive items.

Ideal for fragile and 
appealing products

Dispensers for better use Availability in standard and 
custom dimensional presentations.

Perfect packaging
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DensityDensity   Width  Width LengthLength
3⁄16" 16.411.8

1⁄16" 32.811.8

Miniroll

ackrystal ®

olyroll®

inin ftft

DIMENSIONS

C
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olyfilm ®

A low or high density laminated Polyethylene film offered with or without customized printing, 
well-suited with both chemical and mechanical resistance, making it a flexible product due to 
its vulnerable easy to cut through process.

Ideal for bags with or 
without customization

Manufactured in di�erent 
dimensions and prints

Excellent for presentation 
packaging

A great opportunity for 
making publicity to your 

brand or text
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DIMENSIONS

olyfilm ®

ProductProduct ThicknessThickness  Width Width LengthLength

1⁄32" 1⁄32" 984.235.4

1⁄16" 1⁄16" 656.135.4

3⁄32" 3⁄32" 436.335.4

1⁄8" 1⁄8" 32835.4

ftftinin
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olyboard®

A solid extruded polyethylene plank, offered in thicknesses from 1" to 4", available in 
densities, 1.7, 2.2, 4, 6, 9 and 11 pcf´s.

• It is excellent to protect against bumps and beats. 
• It offers better compression strength.

Safety guaranty 100% Recycle Protecting electronics Provides superior 
protection 
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DensityDensityThicknessThickness  Width Width LengthLength 

2" 1.7 pcf

2" 2.2 pcf

2" 6 pcf

2" 4 pcf

2" 9 pcf

24 9.0

24 9.0

24 9.0

24 9.0

24 9.0

olyboard®

inin ftft

DIMENSIONS
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ackCrystal ®

It is an air bubble barrier, used to cushion and protect very delicate, sensitive objects such as, 
tableware, porcelain, etc.

• It is offered in both natural and antistatic presentations.
• It is lightweight and non-abrasive
• It is formed by encapsulated air bubbles. 

The packaged product 
can be identi�ed

Ideal for fragile and 
eye-catching products

Dispensers for a better use It is also available with 
anti-static properties
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in

ThicknessThickness  Width Length  Width Length
3⁄16" 403.54 803.1

½" 201.74 803.1

ackCrystal ®

inin

DIMENSIONS

ftft
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olycarton®

It is known to be ultra-high resistance, laminated with corrugated cardboard on one side 
and polyethylene foam on the other. It is mainly used as a packing protector in the furniture, 
pottery and glass industries.

• It offers an excellent cost-benefit, preventing both cardboard and polyfom be hand-
led as separate products.
• Its dimensions favor packaging and/or wrapping of any product without sizes being 
an important factor.
• As a non-abrasive product, it provides excellent protection.

Ensures protection No need to purchase 
products separately

Excellent a�nity in the
 furniture industry

It facilitates the miscellaneous 
packaging design
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 WidthWidth Length Length
164.039.3

olycarton®

inin ft  ft

DIMENSIONS

www.polyglobal.us
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olyprofile®

Polyethylene foam in cylindrical shape

• It comes in a wide range of dimensions and colors, it provides applications for different 
needs

Ideal for �oating 
and entertainment

Excellent for 
therapeutic use

For recreational use 
and impact absorption

Pipe protection 
and insulation
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DiameterDiameter LengthLength
6.563”

   ft   ft

4.262.5”

olyprofile

DIMENSIONS
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olybarrier ®

It is laminated polyethylene foam on one side and metalized facing on the other, providing an 
excellent thermal resistance, designed to be installed on metal constructions, walls, ceilings, 
garage doors and in confined spaces of movement.
It is a reflective insulation foil that consists of a layer of polyethylene between one or two 
layers of metalized material, creating a structure of a 1/8" thickness.

Conserves temperature 
and protects goods

Perfect insulation in 
construction and plumbing

Conserves temperature 
in any construction

Its features allow it to be part 
of di�erent packaging designs
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ANTISTATIC
olyfoam

It is offered in different sizes, densities and presentations such as: rolls, bags, bubble wrap, 
laminated and extruded planks.
Its main feature is to isolate the packaged product from any electrical conductivity, thanks 
to its additive contained. 

• Ideal for electronic devices.
• An excellent solution for companies that produce or fabricate electronical parts or 
any other product that could be harmed by an electrical charge.

EDS additive Its International identity 
color is pink

Design in specialized 
packaging

Ensures the proper 
packaging
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DIMENSIONS

FtFt

1.7 pcf

0.500"

0.500"

196.8

196.8

839.58 

839.58 

51.1

51.1

0.500"

0.500"

4.5 pcf0.250" 0.250" 98.4 387.548.0

olyfoam®
ANTISTATIC

 Width Width LengthLengthProductProduct DensityDensity ThicknessThickness

ProductProduct ThicknessThickness  Width Width LengthLength

¼" 180.472.0¼”

1⁄8” 1⁄8" 344.472.0

inin

inin

ftft

ftft

1.2 pcf
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olyfoam®
ADHESIVE

PE Foam/ bubble designed with an adhesive film.
Its main feature is its excellent adhesion to surfaces leaving no adhesive residue.

• It offers a quick and effective protection.
• It is quick, comfortable and economical.
• Ideal for specialized or fragile products.

It protects the surface 
of a product

It does not leave 
adhesive trace

Application quick, 
comfortable and economical

Ideal for fragile and 
specialized products



olyfoam®
FIRE RETARDANT

PE Foam designed to reduce flammability.

• It delays flame spreading, reduces smoke production and gas ignition.
• The additive contained, keeps its properties and performances intact.

www.polyglobal.uswww.polyglobal.us

Slows �amability The additive is part of the material
 composition keeping its properties

Reducing the speed 
of propagation

It is ideal for the automotive
industries


